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 {all of the bells in your mind ring at once} 
 
 
 
 

heat 
 
 

your vulva when you ovulate is love 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
your vulva when you ovulate is love 
your vulva when you ovulate is love 
 
your vulva when you ovulate is love 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
your vulva when you ovulate is love 
 
your vulva when you ovulate is love 
 
 
 

kiss 
 
 

your mother’s fury forges your desire 
 
your mother’s fury forges your desire 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
your mother’s fury forges your desire 
 
your mother’s fury forges your desire 
your mother’s fury forges your desire 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
your mother’s fury forges your desire 
 
 
 

love 
 
 

i think of you and want to end my life 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
i think of you and want to end my life 
i think of you and want to end my life 
 
i think of you and want to end my life 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
i think of you and want to end my life 
 
i think of you and want to end my life 
 
 
 

red 
 
 

i cut myself to save you from my pain 
 
i cut myself to save you from my pain 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
i cut myself to save you from my pain 
 
i cut myself to save you from my pain 
i cut myself to save you from my pain 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
i cut myself to save you from my pain 
 
 
 

ring 
 
 

please take your hand off me or take my hand  
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
please take your hand off me or take my hand  
please take your hand off me or take my hand  
 
please take your hand off me or take my hand  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
please take your hand off me or take my hand  
 
please take your hand off me or take my hand  
 
 
 

song 
 
 

shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up  
 
shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up  
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up  
 
shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up  
shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up  
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up  
 
 
 

gone 
 
 

i hear the door and know my day is done 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
i hear the door and know my day is done 
i hear the door and know my day is done 
 
i hear the door and know my day is done 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
i hear the door and know my day is done 
 
i hear the door and know my day is done 
 
 
 

sleepwalk no. 1 
 
 

all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
your vulva when you ovulate is love 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
your mother’s fury forges your desire 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
i think of you and want to end my life 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
i cut myself to save you from my pain 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
please take your hand off me or take my hand 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
i hear the door and know my day is done 
 
 
 

{crepuscular} 
 
 

all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 

 
 
 

dare 
 
 

you taunt him is he man or is he mouse 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
you taunt him is he man or is he mouse 
you taunt him is he man or is he mouse 
 
you taunt him is he man or is he mouse 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
you taunt him is he man or is he mouse 
 
you taunt him is he man or is he mouse 
 
 
 

limp 
 
 

your anger when he cannot give you seed 
 
your anger when he cannot give you seed 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
your anger when he cannot give you seed 
 
your anger when he cannot give you seed 
your anger when he cannot give you seed 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
your anger when he cannot give you seed 
 
 
 

no 
 
 

the belt you used to make him beat them with 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
the belt you used to make him beat them with 
the belt you used to make him beat them with 
 
the belt you used to make him beat them with 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
the belt you used to make him beat them with 
 
the belt you used to make him beat them with 
 
 
 

yes 
 
 

he’d leave you but he took a solemn vow 
 
he’d leave you but he took a solemn vow 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
he’d leave you but he took a solemn vow 
 
he’d leave you but he took a solemn vow 
he’d leave you but he took a solemn vow 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
he’d leave you but he took a solemn vow 
 
 
 

sear 
 
 

the torch you hold for him to burn you with 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
the torch you hold for him to burn you with 
the torch you hold for him to burn you with 
 
the torch you hold for him to burn you with 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
the torch you hold for him to burn you with 
 
the torch you hold for him to burn you with 
 
 
 

eyes 
 
 

his mind has yet to come back from the war 
 
his mind has yet to come back from the war 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
his mind has yet to come back from the war 
 
his mind has yet to come back from the war 
his mind has yet to come back from the war 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
his mind has yet to come back from the war 
 
 
 

stop 
 
 

do not discuss your private life with me 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
do not discuss your private life with me 
do not discuss your private life with me 
 
do not discuss your private life with me 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
do not discuss your private life with me 
 
do not discuss your private life with me 
 
 
 

sleepwalk no. 2 
 
 

all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
you taunt him is he man or is he mouse 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
your anger when he cannot give you seed 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
the belt you used to make him beat them with 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
he’d leave you but he took a solemn vow 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
the torch you hold for him to burn you with 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
his mind has yet to come back from the war 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
do not discuss your private life with me 
 
 
 

{to chime in your memory} 
 
 
 

node 
 
 

to function as a subset of your smile 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
to function as a subset of your smile 
to function as a subset of your smile 
 
to function as a subset of your smile 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
to function as a subset of your smile 
 
to function as a subset of your smile 
 
 
 

trust 
 
 

you eat the bead i tell you is a pea 
 
you eat the bead i tell you is a pea 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
you eat the bead i tell you is a pea 
 
you eat the bead i tell you is a pea 
you eat the bead i tell you is a pea 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
you eat the bead i tell you is a pea 
 
 
 

rush 
 
 

hot gush i push from in behind your bush 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
hot gush i push from in behind your bush 
hot gush i push from in behind your bush 
 
hot gush i push from in behind your bush 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
hot gush i push from in behind your bush 
 
hot gush i push from in behind your bush 
 
 
 

salt 
 
 

i sink my teeth into your bovine face 
 
i sink my teeth into your bovine face 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
i sink my teeth into your bovine face 
 
i sink my teeth into your bovine face 
i sink my teeth into your bovine face 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
i sink my teeth into your bovine face 
 
 
 

lick 
 
 

the bright blue vein that pulses in your breast 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
the bright blue vein that pulses in your breast 
the bright blue vein that pulses in your breast 
 
the bright blue vein that pulses in your breast 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
the bright blue vein that pulses in your breast 
 
the bright blue vein that pulses in your breast 
 
 
 

hush 
 
 

we do not speak of this to anyone  
 
we do not speak of this to anyone  
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
we do not speak of this to anyone  
 
we do not speak of this to anyone  
we do not speak of this to anyone  
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
we do not speak of this to anyone  
 
 
 

swing 
 
 

suspended you will find me in the tower 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
suspended you will find me in the tower 
suspended you will find me in the tower 
 
suspended you will find me in the tower 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
suspended you will find me in the tower 
 
suspended you will find me in the tower 
 
 
 

sleepwalk no. 3 
 
 

all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
to function as a subset of your smile 
 
all of the tongues in your head ring at once 
you eat the bead i tell you is a pea 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
hot gush i push from in behind your bush 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
i sink my teeth into your bovine face 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
the bright blue vein that pulses in your breast 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
we do not speak of this to anyone 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once  
suspended you will find me in the tower 
 
 
 

{oracular} 
 
 

all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 

 
 
 

mode 
 
 

contained within the cage of your despair 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
contained within the cage of your despair 
contained within the cage of your despair 
 
contained within the cage of your despair 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
contained within the cage of your despair 
 
contained within the cage of your despair 
 
 
 

come 
 
 

for true love catch and isolate the one 
 
for true love catch and isolate the one 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
for true love catch and isolate the one 
 
for true love catch and isolate the one 
for true love catch and isolate the one 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
for true love catch and isolate the one 
 
 
 

rope 
 
 

i live inside the limit of your will 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
i live inside the limit of your will 
i live inside the limit of your will 
 
i live inside the limit of your will 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
i live inside the limit of your will 
 
i live inside the limit of your will 
 
 
 

mist 
 
 

my memories erased as soon as made 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
my memories erased as soon as made 
my memories erased as soon as made 
 
my memories erased as soon as made 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
my memories erased as soon as made 
 
my memories erased as soon as made 
 
 
 

glow 
 
 

the christ child sucks the milk out of your tit 
 
the christ child sucks the milk out of your tit 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
the christ child sucks the milk out of your tit 
 
the christ child sucks the milk out of your tit 
the christ child sucks the milk out of your tit 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
the christ child sucks the milk out of your tit 
 
 
 

hit 
 
 

to cry about to cry about to cry 
 
to cry about to cry about to cry 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
to cry about to cry about to cry 
 
to cry about to cry about to cry 
to cry about to cry about to cry 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
to cry about to cry about to cry 
 
 
 

bliss 
 
 

a charismatic hit squad killed your mom 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
a charismatic hit squad killed your mom 
a charismatic hit squad killed your mom 
 
a charismatic hit squad killed your mom 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
a charismatic hit squad killed your mom 
 
a charismatic hit squad killed your mom 
 
 
 

sleepwalk no. 4 
 
 

all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
contained within the cage of your despair 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
for true love catch and isolate the one 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
i live inside the limit of your will 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
my memories erased as soon as made 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
the christ child sucks the milk out of your tit 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
to cry about to cry about to cry 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
a charismatic hit squad killed your mom 
 
 
 

{with two slightly distorted desires} 
 
 
 

mood 
 
 

my every waking hour a graphite blur 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
my every waking hour a graphite blur 
my every waking hour a graphite blur 
 
my every waking hour a graphite blur 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
my every waking hour a graphite blur 
 
my every waking hour a graphite blur 
 
 
 

bit 
 
 

so what if i destroy myself with sex 
 
so what if i destroy myself with sex 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
so what if i destroy myself with sex 
 
so what if i destroy myself with sex 
so what if i destroy myself with sex 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
so what if i destroy myself with sex 
 
 
 

flow 
 
 

a father taps the virgin’s holy flow 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
a father taps the virgin’s holy flow 
a father taps the virgin’s holy flow 
 
a father taps the virgin’s holy flow 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
a father taps the virgin’s holy flow 
 
a father taps the virgin’s holy flow 
 
 
 

hope 
 
 

my life is dust it all has gone to earth 
 
my life is dust it all has gone to earth 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
my life is dust it all has gone to earth 
 
my life is dust it all has gone to earth 
my life is dust it all has gone to earth 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
my life is dust it all has gone to earth 
 
 
 

wet 
 
 

you sip my urine with a slice of lime 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
you sip my urine with a slice of lime 
you sip my urine with a slice of lime 
 
you sip my urine with a slice of lime 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
you sip my urine with a slice of lime 
 
you sip my urine with a slice of lime 
 
 
 

soil 
 
 

i bleed out in your neon-ghosted shrine 
 
i bleed out in your neon-ghosted shrine 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
i bleed out in your neon-ghosted shrine 
 
i bleed out in your neon-ghosted shrine 
i bleed out in your neon-ghosted shrine 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
i bleed out in your neon-ghosted shrine 
 
 
 

rot 
 
 

my bones lie in the body of a saint 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
my bones lie in the body of a saint 
my bones lie in the body of a saint 
 
my bones lie in the body of a saint 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
my bones lie in the body of a saint 
 
my bones lie in the body of a saint 
 
 
 

sleepwalk no. 5 
 
 

all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
my every waking hour a graphite blur 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
so what if i destroy myself with sex 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
a father taps the virgin’s holy flow 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
my life is dust it all has gone to earth 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
you sip my urine with a slice of lime 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
i bleed out in your neon-ghosted shrine 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
my bones lie in the body of a saint 
 
 
 

{somnambular} 
 
 

all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 

 
 
 

blood 
 
 

your mother leaves the bathroom door ajar 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
your mother leaves the bathroom door ajar 
your mother leaves the bathroom door ajar 
 
your mother leaves the bathroom door ajar 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
your mother leaves the bathroom door ajar 
 
your mother leaves the bathroom door ajar 
 
 
 

breath 
 
 

your sigh can freeze the blood in any vein 
 
your sigh can freeze the blood in any vein 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
your sigh can freeze the blood in any vein 
 
your sigh can freeze the blood in any vein 
your sigh can freeze the blood in any vein 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
your sigh can freeze the blood in any vein 
 
 
 

crash 
 
 

bring on the car that carries you away 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
bring on the car that carries you away 
bring on the car that carries you away 
 
bring on the car that carries you away 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
bring on the car that carries you away 
 
bring on the car that carries you away 
 
 
 

turn 
 
 

the love you nurtured withered on the vine 
 
the love you nurtured withered on the vine 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
the love you nurtured withered on the vine 
 
the love you nurtured withered on the vine 
the love you nurtured withered on the vine 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
the love you nurtured withered on the vine 
 
 
 

nude 
 
 

the woman at the window cups her breast 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
the woman at the window cups her breast 
the woman at the window cups her breast 
 
the woman at the window cups her breast 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
the woman at the window cups her breast 
 
the woman at the window cups her breast 
 
 
 

slur 
 
 

you ruin your eggshell pedestrian 
 
you ruin your eggshell pedestrian 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
you ruin your eggshell pedestrian 
 
you ruin your eggshell pedestrian 
you ruin your eggshell pedestrian 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
you ruin your eggshell pedestrian 
 
 
 

home 
 
 

come into the chasm out of which you came  
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
 
come into the chasm out of which you came  
come into the chasm out of which you came  
 
come into the chasm out of which you came  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
come into the chasm out of which you came  
 
come into the chasm out of which you came  
 
 
 

sleepwalk no. 6 
 
 

all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
your mother leaves the bathroom door ajar 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
your sigh can freeze the blood in any vein 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
bring on the car that carries you away 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
the love you nurtured withered on the vine 
 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once 
the woman at the window cups her breast 
 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
you ruin your eggshell pedestrian 
 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
come into the chasm out of which you came 
 
 
 

{sleepwalker, nude: pianola} 
 
 
your vulva when you ovulate is love 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
your mother’s fury forges your desire 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
i think of you and want to end my life 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
i cut myself to save you from my pain 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
please take your hand off me or take my hand  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up  
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
i hear the door and know my day is done 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
you taunt him is he man or is he mouse 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
your anger when he cannot give you seed 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
the belt you used to make him beat them with 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
he’d leave you but he took a solemn vow 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
the torch you hold for him to burn you with 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
his mind has yet to come back from the war 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
do not discuss your private life with me 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
to function as a subset of your smile 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
you eat the bead i tell you is a pea 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
hot gush i push from in behind your bush 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
i sink my teeth into your bovine face 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
the bright blue vein that pulses in your breast 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
we do not speak of this to anyone  
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
suspended you will find me in the tower 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
contained within the cage of your despair 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
for true love catch and isolate the one 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
i live inside the limit of your will 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
my memories erased as soon as made 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
the christ child sucks the milk out of your tit 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
to cry about to cry about to cry 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
a charismatic hit squad killed your mom 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
my every waking hour a graphite blur 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
so what if i destroy myself with sex 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
a father taps the virgin’s holy flow 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
my life is dust it all has gone to earth 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
you sip my urine with a slice of lime 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
i bleed out in your neon-ghosted shrine 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
my bones lie in the body of a saint 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
your mother leaves the bathroom door ajar 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
your sigh can freeze the blood in any vein 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
bring on the car that carries you away 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
the love you nurtured withered on the vine 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
the woman at the window cups her breast 
all of the bells in your mind ring at once 
you ruin your eggshell pedestrian 
all of the tongues in your head sing at once  
come into the chasm out of which you came 
all of the drums in your heart bang at once 
 
 
 

{somnambular bells} 
 
 
 
                           all  
                               of  
 
                               the  
                               bells  
        
                                 in  
                                         my  
 
                                  sleep 
                                    crack 
 
                               at  
                               once
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